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We consider the grand canonical pressure for Coulombic matter with nuclear
charges ’ Z in a magnetic field B and at nonzero temperature. We prove that
its asymptotic limit as ZQ. with B/Z3

Q 0 can be obtained by minimizing a
Thomas–Fermi type pressure functional.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper intends to add one more chapter to the saga of rigorous
Thomas–Fermi theory in which Elliott H. Lieb played a prominent role. (1)

The issue is the derivation of Thomas–Fermi theory at nonzero tempera-
ture in a strong magnetic field from quantum statistical mechanics. The
asymptotic exactness of Thomas–Fermi theory for Coulombic matter in its
ground state was first proved by Lieb and Simon in the fundamental
paper. (2) A shorter proof, using coherent states, was given by Lieb in ref. 3
(cf. also Thirring’s lower bound in ref. 4), and several ideas in the present
paper were inspired by that proof.

Thomas–Fermi Theory for matter in extremely strong magnetic fields
is important for the physics of neutron stars, cf. refs. 5–7 and references
quoted therein. This theory was analyzed from the point of view of math-
ematical physics in refs. 8–10 and its status as a limit of quantum mechan-
ics in a certain parameter range firmly established; an extension of the



asymptotics to inhomogeneous magnetic fields is in ref. 11. All these works
are concerned with the ground state, but non-magnetic TF theory at tem-
peratures T > 0 has been treated in refs. 12–14. Magnetic TF theory at
nonzero temperature was studied in ref. 15 and applied to the equation of
state for matter in the crust of a neutron star, but a proof of its asymptotic
exactness has, to the best of our knowledge, not been published until now.
The proof we give here brings together techniques from refs. 8, 9, 12,
and 13 with several amendments and additions.

We start our discussion with some heuristic considerations. A possible
point of departure for a motivation of TF theory, both at T=0 and T > 0,
is the thermodynamic relation between the particle density r, the chemical
potential m, and the pressure P for a homogeneous gas of noninteracting
particles (electrons):

r=“P(m)/“m=: PŒ(m). (1.1)

The next step is to consider electrons that interact with each other via
Coulomb forces and also with an external potential V (arising from nuclei
in fixed positions as well as a confining potential that prevents the electrons
from escaping to infinity). The electron density now depends on the posi-
tion x ¥ R3. The TF theory is formally obtained from (1.1) by replacing the
constant density r by a position dependent density r(x) \ 0 and the chem-
ical potential by a position dependent chemical potential m(x), imposing as
an equilibrium condition that the total electrochemical potential

mTF=m(x)+Vr(x), (1.2)

with

Vr(x)=V(x)+r f |x|−1, (1.3)

should be independent of x. The result is the Thomas–Fermi equation:

r(x)=PŒ(mTF−Vr(x)). (1.4)

For given P, V, and mTF this is a nonlinear integral equation for r(x). The
total particle number is

F r(x) dx=N. (1.5)
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Equation (1.4) is the variational equation associated with the mini-
mization problem for the TF pressure functional of the density,4

4 Instead of considering P as a functional of the density, it could equivalently be considered as
a functional of the potential Vr. Note that r and hence D(r, r) is determined by Vr because
4pr(x)=−Dr f |x|−1=D(V−Vr(x)). While this point of view (which is related to that of
Firsov (16) in standard TF theory) may be more natural if P is regarded as a Legendre trans-
formation of the free energy functional F (1.10), we find it convenient in the present context
to regard P as a functional of r.

P[r]=F P(mTF−Vr(x)) dx+D(r, r), (1.6)

with

D(r, r)=
1
2
FF
r(x) r(xŒ)
|x−xŒ|

dx dxŒ. (1.7)

The minimum of (1.6) over all nonnegative functions r will be called the
TF pressure.

An alternative form of the TF equation is obtained if one replaces P
by its Legendre transform, the free energy density

f(r)=sup
m
{mr−P(m)}. (1.8)

From (1.8) it follows that “f/“r=: fŒ is the inverse of PŒ. Hence the TF
equation (1.4) can also be written

fŒ(r(x))+Vr(x)=mTF. (1.9)

This form of the TF equation is associated with the minimization problem
for the free energy functional

F[r]=F {f(r(x))+V(x) r(x)} dx+D(r, r) (1.10)

with (1.5) as a subsidiary condition and mTF as a Lagrange multiplier.
In the sequel we shall investigate the functional (1.6). Our main result

is its asymptotic exactness in the case of electrons in a constant magnetic
field and at nonzero temperature. This amounts to taking a semiclassical
limit of the grand canonical pressure for the quantum mechanical many-
body problem. The corresponding problem for the free energy, i.e., the
canonical partition function, is technically more involved and will not be
tackled here.
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We now introduce some notation that will allow us to state the results
precisely.

The many-body Hamiltonian considered in this paper is

HN, Z, B=C
N

i=1
{[(pi+A(xi)) ·si]2+VZ, B(xi)}+ C

1 [ i < j [N
|xi−xj |−1. (1.11)

Here p=−iN, A(x)=1
2 (−Bx2, Bx1, 0) is the vector potential of a homo-

geneous magnetic field of strength B in the x3-direction, and s is the vector
of Pauli matrices. Atomic units are chosen so that (=2m=e=1, and the
temperature unit is such that the Boltzmann constant k is also 1. We write
the external potential as

VZ, B(x)=−Z C
K

k=1

zk
|x− aXk |

+Za−1W(a−1x). (1.12)

It depends on B through the length scaling factor

a=aZ, B=Z−1/3[1+(B/Z4/3)]−2/5 (1.13)

that is appropriate for TF atoms in a magnetic field, cf. ref. 9. The Xk are
fixed positions of nuclei with fixed charges zk [ 1 which are scaled by an
overall parameter Z, and W is a confining potential that tends sufficiently
rapidly to . for |x|Q. so that exp(−W(x)/T) is integrable for all T > 0.
It will also be assumed to satisfy some regularity conditions stated later.

The Hamiltonian HN, Z, B operates on the N-electron Hilbert space of
antisymmetric wave functions in space and spin variables:

HN=L
N

L2(R3, C2). (1.14)

The corresponding Fock space is

Ĥ=Â
.

N=0
HN (1.15)

with H0=C. If AN are operators on HN, N=0, 1,..., we denote the opera-
tor À.

N=0 AN on Ĥ by Â. In particular,

ĤZ, B=Â
.

N=0
HN, Z, B. (1.16)
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The grand canonical pressure at chemical potential m and temperature T is5

5Note that m denotes here the total electrochemical potential and not the chemical potential
of the free electron gas denoted by the same letter in (1.1) and (1.20).

PQM(m, B, T, Z)=T ln tr exp[−(ĤZ, B−mN̂)/T]. (1.17)

The free 1-particle Hamiltonian

H0=[(p+A(x)) ·s]2 (1.18)

has the Landau spectrum

en(p)=2Bn+p2, n=0, 1,..., p ¥ R (1.19)

with degeneracy (pro unit area in the (x1, x2)-plane)

dn(B)=˛
B/(2p) if n=0
B/p if n \ 1.

The pressure of a free electron gas at temperature T in a magnetic field and
with chemical potential m is

PT, B(m)=T C
.

n=0
dn(B) F

.

−.
ln[1+exp{−(en(p)−m)/T}] dp. (1.20)

The magnetic Thomas–Fermi pressure functional is obtained by taking P in
(1.6) to be (1.20):

PMTF[r; Z, m, T, B]=F PT, B(m−VZ, B, r(x)) d3x+D(r, r) (1.21)

with

VZ, B, r(x)=VZ, B(x)+r f |x|−1. (1.22)

The pressure according to MTF theory is

PMTF(Z, m, T, B) :=inf
r \ 0

PMTF[r; m, T, B, Z]. (1.23)
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We can now state our main result:

Theorem 1 (The MTF Pressure Is a Limit of the QM Pressure). If
Z, m, TQ. with m/(Za−1B, Z) and T/(Za−1B, Z) fixed but B/Z3

Q 0, where
aB, Z is given by (1.13), then

PQM(m, T, B, Z)
PMTF(m, T, B, Z)

Q 1. (1.24)

The main steps in the proof are as follows. In the next section we
discuss the MTF functional in more detail, in particular the existence and
uniqueness of a minimizer and its properties. In Section 3 we consider a
Hamiltonian with a mean field and the corresponding pressure functional.
Section 4 contains the basic semiclassical limit theorem, which is proved
using the magnetic coherent states introduced in refs. 8 and 9. As a
corollary one obtains the convergence of the mean field pressure to the
MTF pressure. Here it is important that the error bounds in the semiclas-
sical theorem are uniform in the relevant parameters. In the last section the
proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed by estimating the many-body pressure
in terms of the mean field pressure.

2. THE MTF PRESSURE FUNCTIONAL

In this section we collect some basic facts about the pressure func-
tional (1.21). We start with some formulas and estimates for the pressure
(1.20) of the free electron gas in a magnetic field. It can also be written as

PT, B(m)=F
.

0

G(e)
exp{(e−m)/T}+1

de (2.1)

with the integrated density of states

G(e)=
B
2p2
5e1/2+2 C

.

n=1
|e−2Bn|1/2+
6 . (2.2)

Here |s|+ :=|s| for s \ 0 and 0 otherwise. The corresponding formulas for
P −T, B=“PT, B/“m are

P −T, B(m)=C
.

n=0
dn(B) F

.

−.

1
exp{(en(p)−m)/T}+1

dp (2.3)

=F
.

0

GŒ(e)
exp{(e−m)/T}+1

de. (2.4)
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The scaling properties of PT, B can be seen by writing

PT, B(m)=
BT3/2

2p2
5I1/2(m/T)+2 C

.

n=1
I1/2((m−2Bn)/T)6 , (2.5)

and

P −T, B(m)=
BT1/2

4p2
5I−1/2(m/T)+2 C

.

n=1
I−1/2((m−2Bn)/T)6 (2.6)

with

Ik(x)=F
.

0

yk

ey−x+1
dy. (2.7)

Using the inequalities 1
2 h(−s) [ (e

s+1)−1 [ h(−s)+e−|s| (here h is the
Heaviside step function) we obtain from (2.1) the following simple esti-
mates, treating the sum over n \ 1 as a Riemannian approximation for an
integral:

c(B |m|3/2+ +|m|5/2+ ) [ PT, B(m)

[ C(B |m|3/2+ +|m|5/2+ +e−|m|/T(BT3/2+T5/2)) (2.8)

with constants c > 0 and C <.. In the same way we obtain

cŒ(B |m|1/2+ +|m|3/2+ ) [ P −T, B(m)

[ CŒ(B |m|1/2+ +|m|3/2+ +e−|m|/T(BT1/2+T3/2)). (2.9)

As domain of definition for the magnetic pressure functional we take

M={r: r(x) \ 0, D(r, r) <.}. (2.10)

To see that PMTF[r; m, T, B, Z] is well defined and <. for r ¥M we use
(2.8) together with

Lemma 2.1 (Coulomb Bound). If r \ 0 with D(r, r) <., then
the potential vr(x)=r f |x|−1 is in L6(R3); in fact

||vr ||
2
6 [ (const.) D(r, r). (2.11)

Proof. With w=r f |x|−2 we can write D(r, r)=(const.) ||w||22 and
vr=(const.) w f |x|−2. By the Hardy–Littlewood–Sobolev inequality (17) we
have |>R3 f(x) w(x) dx| [ (const.) ||f||6/5 ||w||2. Equation (2.11) now follows
by taking taking the supremum of the left side over f with ||f||6/5=1. L
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From this lemma follows that m−VZ, B, r ¥ L5/2(R3)loc and hence also in
L3/2(R3)loc for r ¥M. Moreover, since W(x) tends to . if xQ. while the
negative potential from the nuclei tends to zero, there is an R \ 0 such that
|m−VZ, B, r |+=0 and |m−VZ, B, r | \ Za−1W(a−1x)− (const.) for |x| \ R. The
finiteness of PMTF[r; m, T, B, Z] now follows from (2.8) by splitting the
integration domain in (1.21) into |x| [ R and |x| > R.

The MTF pressure functional is nonnegative and strictly convex since
D(r, r) is strictly convex, rW vr is linear and sW ln(1+exp(−s)) strictly
convex. Moreover, if M is equipped with the topology defined by the
Hilbert norm D(r, r)1/2, then PMTF is weakly lower semicontinuous. This
can be seen by representing the convex functional as a supremum of affine,
weakly continuous functionals in a similar way as in ref. 13, (4.1.10). This
continuity and strict convexity implies by standard arguments (c.f., e.g.,
ref. 3) that the functional has a unique minimizer rMTF ¥M (depending on
the parameters m, T, B, Z). It is the unique solution to the MTF equation,
i.e., the variational equation for the minimization problem,

r(x)=P −T, B(m−VZ, B, r(x)). (2.12)

Equation (2.5) implies the following scaling property of the MTF
functional:

PMTF[r; m, T, B, Z]=Z2
a
−1P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b] (2.13)

where

b=B/Z4/3, a=Z−1/3(1+b)−2/5, (2.14)

r(x)=Za−3r̃(a−1x), (2.15)

m̃=m/(Za−1), T̃=T/(Za−1) (2.16)

and

P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b]=(1+b)−3/5 F PT̃, B̃(m̃−Ṽr̃(x)) dx+D(r̃, r̃) (2.17)

with

B̃=B/(Za−1)=b(1+b)−2/5, (2.18)

and

Ṽr̃(x)=−FC(x)+W(x)+r̃ f |x|−1 (2.19)
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with

FC(x)=C
K

k=1

zk
|x−Xk |

. (2.20)

We can also include the limiting cases b=0 and b=.: The case
b=0 is just the temperature dependent TF without magnetic field con-
sidered in refs. 12–14, while bQ. means that only the lowest Landau
level contributes. It is the T dependent version of the STF theory in ref. 9.
In fact, as is easily seen from (2.5),

lim
bQ.

(1+b)−3/5 PB̃, T̃(m)=
T̃3/2

21/2p2
I1/2(m/T̃)=: P

.

T̃ (m) (2.21)

and hence

lim
bQ.

P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b]=F P.T̃ (m̃−Ṽr̃(x)) dx+D(r̃, r̃)=: P̃.[r̃; m̃, T̃].
(2.22)

As last topic in this section we derive some uniform bounds for the
minimizing density of the MTF functional and the corresponding Coulomb
potential. These bounds will be needed for the semiclassical limit theorem
in Section 4.

Lemma 2 (Bounds for MTF Minimizer). Let r̃b be the minimizer
of r̃W P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b] for fixed m̃, T̃. Then

(i) The potentials vb(x)=r̃b f |x|−1 are bounded in L6(R3) uni-
formly in b.

(ii) r̃b ¥ Lp(R3) for 1 [ p < 2 and ||r̃b ||p is uniformly bounded in b.

(iii) Let jr=r−3j(x/r) where 0 [ j ¥ C.0 (R
3) satisfies > j(x) dx=1.

Then for all R <. and p < 3

F
|x| [ R

|vb(x)−vb f jr(x)|p dxQ 0 (2.23)

uniformly in b, as rQ 0.

Proof. (i) This follows from Lemma 2.1 and the bound

D(r̃b, r̃b) [ P̃MTF[r̃b; m̃, T̃, b] [ P̃MTF[0; m̃, T̃, b]. (2.24)
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The right side is continuous in b \ 0 and converges to P̃.[0; m̃, T̃] <. for
bQ.. Hence D(r̃b, r̃b) is uniformly bounded in b.

(ii) The MTF equation for the scaled density is

r̃b(x)=(1+b)−3/5 P −T̃, B̃(m̃+FC(x)−W(x)− r̃b f |x|−1). (2.25)

Now, since PŒ is monotonously increasing, the right side is bounded by

(1+b)−3/5 P −T̃, B̃(m̃+FC(x)−W(x))

[ C(|m̃+FC(x)−W(x))|
3/2
+ +exp(−|m̃+FC(x)−W(x))|/T̃)) (2.26)

which is in Lp(R3) for all 1 [ p < 2.

(iii) This is proved in the same way as Proposition 4.19 (iii) in ref. 9,
using Jensen’s and Young’s inequalities together with (i) and (ii). Note that
the Coulomb potential |x|−1 is in Lp(R3)loc for p < 3. L

3. MEAN FIELD THEORY

For r ¥M we define a mean field Hamiltonian by

HZ, B, r=[(p+A(x)) ·s]2+VZ, B, r(x) (3.1)

and a mean field pressure functional by

Pmf[r; m, T, B, Z]=T tr ln[1+exp{−(HZ, B, r−m)/T}]+D(r, r). (3.2)

Note that the first term is equal to

T ln tr exp[−(ĤZ, B, r−mN̂)/T] (3.3)

where ĤZ, B, r is the second quantization of HZ, B, r.
By exactly the same methods as in ref. 13, (4.1.10)–(4.1.13), one can

show that (3.2) is strictly convex and weakly lower semicontinuous on M
and that the minimizer, rmf, is the unique solution of the self-consistent
(Hartree) equation

r(x)=2Ox| (exp{(HZ, B, r−m)/T}+1)−1 |xP. (3.4)

The right side is here the diagonal of the integral kernel of the trace class
opertor (exp{(HZ, B, r−m)/T}+1)−1. Next we introduce the unitary opera-
tor

(Uak)(x)=a−3/2k(a−1x) (3.5)
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for k ¥ L2(R3; C2) with a given by (1.13). It transforms the Hamiltonian
according to

U−1
a HZ, B, rUa=(Za−1) H̃h, b, r̃ (3.6)

with

H̃h, b, r̃=[(hp+ba(x)) ·s]2+Ṽr̃(x). (3.7)

Here a(x)=1
2 (−x2, x1, 0), Ṽr̃ is defined by (2.19), and

h=a−1/2Z−1/2=Z−1/3(1+b)1/5, (3.8)

b=Ba3/2Z−1/2=Z1/3b(1+b)−3/5. (3.9)

Since the trace is invariant under a unitary transformation we obtain

T tr ln(1+exp{−(HZ, B, r−m)/T}) (3.10)

=(Za−1) T̃ tr ln(1+exp{−(H̃h, b, r̃− m̃)/T̃}), (3.11)

where T̃ and m̃ are given by (2.16). Hence,

Pmf[r; m, T, B, Z]

=Za−1T̃ tr ln(1+exp{−(H̃h, b, r̃− m̃)/T̃})+Z2
a
−1D(r̃, r̃)

=Z2
a
−1[Z−1T̃ tr ln(1+exp{−(H̃h, b, r̃− m̃)/T̃})+D(r̃, r̃)]. (3.12)

In the next section we study the semiclassical limit hQ 0 of (3.12), which is
equivalent to ZQ. with B/Z3

Q 0. The minimizer depends on b and h,
and in order to obtain a semiclassical limit for the minima we need uniform
bounds on the minimizers and the corresponding Coulomb potentials. The
following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 3 (Bounds for Mean Field Minimizer). Let r̃b, h be the
minimizer, for fixed m̃, T̃, of

P̃mf[r̃; m̃, T̃, b, h]=[Z−1T̃ tr ln(1+exp{−(H̃h, b, r̃− m̃)/T̃})+D(r̃, r̃)].
(3.13)

Then

(i) The potentials vb, h(x)=r̃b, h f |x|−1 are bounded in L6(R3) uni-
formly in b, h.

(ii) r̃b, h ¥ L1(R3) and ||r̃b, h ||1 is uniformly bounded in b, h.
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(iii) Let jr=r−3j(x/r) where 0 [ j ¥ C.0 (R
3) satisfies > j(x) dx=1.

Then for all R <. and p < 3

F
|x| [ R

|vb, h(x)−vb, h f jr(x)|p dxQ 0 (3.14)

uniformly in b, h, as rQ 0.

Proof. (i) As in Lemma 2.2 the essential point is that D(r̃b, h, r̃b, h) is
uniformly bounded. In fact,

D(r̃b, h, r̃b, h) [ P̃mf[r̃b, h; m̃, T̃, b] [ P̃mf[0; m̃, T̃, b]. (3.15)

From the magnetic Lieb–Thirring inequality (9) it follows in the same way as
in ref. 13, (4.1.47), that the pressure P̃mf is, up to a constant factor,
bounded by the MTF pressure. The basis is the equality

tr f(H)=F
.

−.
f'(E) tr |H−E|− dE, (3.16)

and the Lieb–Thirring inequality (9) for tr |H−E|− gives the required
bound. The uniform bound for vb, h follows in the same way as in
Lemma 2.2 (i).

(ii) The Hartree equation for r̃b, h is

r̃b, h(x)=2Z−1Ox| (exp{(H̃h, b, r̃b, h − m̃)/T̃}+1)
−1 |xP. (3.17)

Since r̃ f |x|−1 \ 0, the integral of the right side can, by operator monoto-
nicity, be bounded by the trace of the operator 2Z−1(exp{(H̃h, b, 0− m̃)/T̃}
+1)−1. This, in turn, can again by a magnetic Lieb–Thirring inequality
be bounded by the corresponding semiclassical expression, i.e.,
(1+b)−3/5 > (P −T̃, B̃(m̃+FC(x)−W(x)) dx. This is bounded uniformly in the
parameters, by the same estimate as in Lemma 2.2 (ii).

(iii) This is proved in the same way as in Proposition 4.19 in ref. 9,
using (i) and (ii). L

4. SEMICLASSICS

We consider generally the operator

Hh, b, v=[(hp+ba(x)) ·s]2+v(x) (4.1)
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with h > 0, b ¥ R, a(x)=1/2(−x2, x1, 0), and

v(x)=v1(x)+v2(x) (4.2)

where v1 ¥ L
5/2
loc and v2 is continuous with v2(x)Q. for |x|Q.. We also

impose some further conditions on v1 and v2 that are described below. In
the application to (3.11),

v(x)=Ṽr̃(x)− m̃, (4.3)

and we shall take

v1(x)=−FC(x)+r̃ f |x|−1 (4.4)

and

v2(x)=W(x)− m̃. (4.5)

The goal is to find an asymptotic approximation for

PQ(h, b, v, y) :=y tr ln(1+exp(−Hh, b, v/y)) (4.6)

as hQ 0.
The specific conditions for v1 and v2 are:

1. We assume that outside some compact ball, BR0={x: |x| [ R0}, v1
is superharmonic and the negative part, |v1(x)|− :=|v1(x)| for v1(x) < 0 and
0 otherwise, is continuous and tends to zero at .. This is fulfilled for (4.4)
if R0 >maxk |Xk |. Superharmonicity implies the following property that is
convenient for the proof of the upper bound: Let g ¥ C.0 (R

3) with
> g2(x) dx=1 and define gr(x)=r−3/2g(x/r) for r > 0. Then

v1(x)−v1 f g2r (x) \ 0 (4.7)

for x ¨ BR0 and r small enough.

2. We assume that v2 tends to . sufficiently rapidly, so that e−v2( · )/y

¥ L1(R3) for all y > 0. (This implies in particular that e−v2( · )/y ¥
Lp(R3) for all p \ 1.)

3. We assume that v2 is sufficiently regular so that following holds:
Let g ¥ C.0 (R

3) with > g2(x) dx=1 and define gr(x)=r−3/2g(x/r) for r > 0.
Then we assume that there exists a continuous function v r2 such that

v r2 f g2r=v2. (4.8)
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Moreover, limrQ 0 v
r
2(x)=v2(x) for all x, and there exists a function

f( · , y) ¥ L1(R3) such that e−v
r
2( · )/y [ f( · , y) for r sufficiently small. The

same conditions should be fulfilled for v2, r :=v2 f g2r .
These conditions on v2 are not very restrictive. In fact, Eq. (4.8) has a

solution for all C. functions v2 by ref. 18, Section 16.5, and by Fourier
transform it easy to check explicitly that the conditions hold, e.g., for all
polynomials.

With PT, B(m) the pressure of the free electron gas, cf. (1.20) and (2.5),
we define

P(w; h, b, y) :=h−3Py, hb(w) (4.9)

= y C
.

n=0
dn(h, b) F

.

−.
ln[1+exp{−((hp)2+2nhb−w)/y}] dp

(4.10)

and

P scl(h, b, v, y) :=F P(−v(x); h, b, y) dx. (4.11)

Then the following holds:

Theorem 2 (Semiclassical Limit Theorem). For fixed y and v

lim
hQ 0

PQ(h, b, v, y)
P scl(h, b, v, y)

=1 (4.12)

uniformly in b.

Proof. We shall make use of convexity of the function

f(s)=y ln(1+e−s/y), (4.13)

which implies the inequality

f(s+t) \ f(s)+fŒ(s) t. (4.14)

Moreover, if L, M and L+M are self-adjoint operators, it also follows
from convexity of f that for all a \ 1

tr f(L+M) [ tr f(L)+
1
a
[tr f(L+aM)− tr f(L)], (4.15)

cf. ref. 13, (2.1.7,3).
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Another important tool for the proof are the magnetic coherent
operators P(n, u, p) introduced in refs. 8 and 9 with n=0, 1, 2,..., u ¥ R3

and p ¥ R. These operators are defined by their integral kernels in the space
variables x=(x, y, z)=(x+, z) and spin variables s=±1/2 as follows:

Pn, u, p(x, s; xŒ, sŒ)=gr(x−u)P+
n (x

+, s; xŒ+, sŒ) e ip(z−zŒ)gr(xŒ−u). (4.16)

Here n is a Landau level index, u ¥ R3, p ¥ R, P+
n (x

+, s; xŒ+, sŒ) is the
integral kernel of the projector on the nth Landau level in L2(R2, dx+)
é C2, and gr(x)=r−3/2g(x/r) is a localization function with g ¥ C.0 (R

3),
> g2=1 and r > 0. The coherent operators fulfill the following conditions,
cf. Eqs. (3.16)–(3.23) in ref. 9:

P(n, u, p) \ 0. (4.17)

C
n

FFP(n, u, p) dp du=1, (4.18)

trP(n, u, p)=dn(h, b), (4.19)

trHh, b, vP(n, u, p)=dn(h, b) 5ep, n(h, b)+v f g2r (u)+
h2

r2
Ig6 , (4.20)

with ep, n(h, b)=(hp)2+2bhn and Ig=> (Ng)2 (x) dx. Moreover,

Hh, b, v=C
n

FF 5ep, n(h, b)+v1(u)+vr2(u)−
h2

r2
Ig6P(n, u, p) du dp

+(v1−v1 f g2r ). (4.21)

We also use the following inequalities that are easy consequences of
(4.18)–(4.19) and convexity of f:

tr f(Hh, b, v) \C
n

FF dn(h, b) f 1
1

dn(h, b)
tr(Hh, b, vP(n, u, p))2 du dp; (4.22)

C
n

dn(h, b) FF f(f(n, u, p)) du dp

\ tr f 1C
n

FF f(n, u, p)P(n, u, p) du dp2 , (4.23)

where Eq. (4.23) holds for all sufficiently regular functions f such that
both sides are well defined.
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The last preparatory step is to note that Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) imply the
following estimates for P(w; h, p, y):

c(h−2b |w|3/2+ +h
−3 |w|5/2+ )[ P(w; h, p, y)

[C(h−2b |w|3/2+ +h
−3 |w|5/2+ +e

−|w|/y(h−2by3/2+h−3y5/2))
(4.24)

and

PŒ(w; h, p, y) [ CŒ(h−2b |w|1/2+ +h−3 |w|3/2+ +e−|w|/y(h−2by1/2+h−3y3/2)). (4.25)

Equation (4.24) implies in particular that for fixed y and v

P scl(h, b, v, y) ’ (h−2b+h−3). (4.26)

In order to prove (4.12) we thus have to estimate y ln(1+
exp(−Hh, b, v/y)) from above and below by P scl(h, b, v, y) with errors that
are small compared to (4.26).

4.1. Lower Bound

We use (4.20) and begin by writing

ep, n(h, b)+v f g2r (u)+
h2

r2
Ig=A1(n, u, p)+A2(n, u, p) (4.27)

with

A1(n, u, p)=ep, n(h, b)+v1(u)+v2 f g2r (u),

A2(n, u, p)=
h2

r2
Ig+(v1 f g2r (u)−v1(u)).

According to (4.22) and (4.14) we have

PQ(h, b, v, y) \C
n

FF dn(h, b) f(A1+A2) du dp

\C
n

FF dn(h, b){f(A1)+fŒ(A1) A2} du dp.

We have to estimate the last term, i.e., the integral over fŒ(A1) A2. We use
(4.25) and the assumption that |v1(x)|− Q 0 and v2(x)Q. if |x|Q., so
|−v(x)|+=0 for x outside a ball BR={x: |x| [ R}, for some R <.. Since
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v2 is continuous and v2 f g2r therefore bounded on BR, uniformly in r, the
terms involving Ig are, after division by (h−2b+h−3), bounded by

(const.) 1F
|x| [ R

|v1(x)|3/2 dx+1+F
|x| > R

exp(−v2 f g2r (x)/y) dx2 h2/r2.
(4.28)

Since v1 ¥ L
5/2
loc … L3/2loc and exp(−v2 f g2r/y) is bounded by an L1 function,

independent of r, (4.28) tends to 0 with h if r=hd, 0 < d < 1. The terms
involving v1 f g2r −v1 are, up to the factor (h−2b+h−3), bounded by

(const.) F
|x|[R

(|v1(x)|3/2+1) |v1 f g2r (x)−v1(x)| dx

[ (const.) 1F
|x|[R

(|v1(x)|5/2+1) dx2
3/5 1F

|x|[R
|v1 f g2r (x)−v1(x)|5/2 dx2

2/5

(4.29)

which tends to zero with r because v1 ¥ L
5/2
loc .

4.2. Upper Bound

Here we use (4.21), (4.15), and (4.23). In addition we need the
Lieb–Thirring inequality for a constant magnetic field (see ref. 9), from
which it follows in the same way as in ref. 13, (4.1. 47), (see (3.16)) that6

6 Equation (3.16) could also be used to derive the semiclassical limit of PQ from that of
|H−E|− .

PQ(h, b, v, y) [ (const.) P scl(h, b, v, y). (4.30)

Now by (4.21) we can write Hh, b, v=L+M with

L=C
n

FF 5ep, n(h, b)+v1(u)+vr2(u)−
h2

r2
Ig6P(n, u, p) du dp

and

M=(v1−v1 f g2r ).

According to (4.15) we thus have

PQ(h, b, v, y) [ tr f(L)+
1
a
[tr f(L+aM)− tr f(L)] (4.31)
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for all a \ 1, and by (4.23) we have

tr f(L) [ P scl(h, b, v1+v
r
2−h

2Ig/r2, y). (4.32)

If r=hd, 0 < d < 1, then it follows from the properties of v2 and the
dominated convergence theorem that the right side of (4.32) converges to
P scl(h, b, v, y) (in the sense that the ratio tends to 1), if hQ 0.

We thus have to show that it is possible to let aQ. as rQ 0, in such
a way that tr f(L+aM) stays bounded by (const.) · (h−3+bh−2).

Now L+aM=H1
h, b, v+(a−1) L and thus

tr f(L+aM)=PQ(h, b, v+(a−1)[v1−v1 f g2r], y). (4.33)

To estimate this we use the inequality (4.30) which gives

tr f(L+aM)

[ (const.) F P scl(h, b, −v(x)−(a−1)[v1(x)−v1 f g2r (x)], y) dx.
(4.34)

We estimate this further using (4.24) as well as the assumptions on v1
and v2, which imply that, outside some compact ball BR,

|−v(x)−(a−1)[v1(x)−v1 f g2r (x)]|+=0 (4.35)

and

|−v(x)−(a−1)[v1(x)−v1 f g2r (x)]| \ |v2(x)|− (const.). (4.36)

Now

F
|x| [ R

|v1(x)−v1 f g2r (x)|5/2 dx [ j(r) (4.37)

for some function j with j(r)Q 0 if rQ 0. If we choose a=1+j(r)−1 it
follows from (4.24) that tr j(L+aM) is bounded by (const.) · (h−3+bh−2)
for all sufficiently small r. L

In the course of the proof we have shown that (for fixed y and v)

|PQ(h, b, v, y)−P scl(h, b, v, y)|=o(h−3+h−2b) (4.38)

and hence, for h and b defined in (3.8), (3.9),

:h3PQ(h, b, v, y)−F Py, hb(−v(x)) dx :=o(1+hb)=o((1+b)3/5). (4.39)
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Note also that h3=Z−1(1+b)3/5, hb=b(1+b)−2/5=B̃. We now apply this
to compare the MFT functional (1.21) with the mean field functional (3.2),
making use of the scalings (2.13) and (3.12). At this point we need to
assume that the confining potential W satisfies the regularity conditions
stated for v2 above. Without further ado we obtain

Corollary 4.1 (Convergence of Functionals). If ZQ. while
B/Z3

Q 0 and r̃, m̃ and T̃ are fixed, then

|Z−2
a Pmf[r; m, T, B, Z]− P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b]|Q 0. (4.40)

For the application to Theorem 1.1, however, we need more than
convergence of the functionals for fixed r̃, namely the convergence of the
minima:7

7 Pointwise convergence of functionals does in general not imply convergence of their infima,
even if the functionals are strictly convex and their minimizers lie in a compact set. This can
be seen from the following example: Take Fn(x)=xn+||x||2 on the Hilbert space a2 of square
summable sequences x=(x1, x2,...). Then Fn(x)Q ||x||2=:F(x) for all x and the infimum
of F is zero. The infimum of Fn, on the other hand, is −1/4. All infima are attained in the
weakly compact unit ball in a2.

Corollary 4.2 (Convergence of Minima). If ZQ. while B/Z3

Q 0 and m̃, T̃ are fixed, then

|Z−2
a Pmf(m, T, B, Z)−P̃MTF(m̃, T̃, b)|Q 0. (4.41)

Proof. Let r̃b be the minimizer of r̃W P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b] for fixed
m̃, T̃. Let rb be the corresponding unscaled density given by (2.15).
If ZQ. with b fixed (which implies B/Z3

Q 0) it follows from Corollary
4.1 that

Z−2
aPmf(m, T, B, Z) [ Z−2

a Pmf[rb; m, T, B, Z]

QPMTF[r̃b; m̃, T̃, b]=P̃MTF(m̃, T̃, b). (4.42)

The general condition B/Z3
Q 0, however, allows b and hence r̃b to vary

as ZQ. (hQ 0) so one must check that the error terms in the semiclassi-
cal proof are uniform in b. These terms involve >|x| [ R |v1(x)−
v1 fg2r (x)|5/2 dx with v1=−FC+r̃b f | · |−1 and the required uniformity
follows from Lemma 2.2. The converse inequality,

lim Z−2
a Pmf(m, T, B, Z) \ P̃MTF(m̃, T̃, b), (4.43)
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follows in the same way by noting that the minimizer r̃h, b of the mean field
functional enters in the error terms of the upper bound only through
Lp-norms of vh, b=r̃h, b f | · |−1 and vh, b−vh, b f g2r that are uniformly
bounded by Lemma 3. L

5. PROOF OF THE QM LIMIT THEOREM

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. We use the
notation explained in the Introduction, in particular ĤZ, B for the
Hamiltonian (1.16) on Fock space and ĤZ, B, r for the second quantization
of the mean field Hamiltonian (3.1).

5.1. Upper Bound

We use the inequality (19)

C
N

i < j

1
|xi−xj |

\ C
N

i=1
F
R
3

r(x)
|x−xi |

dx−D(r, r)−3, 68cN−
3
5c

F
R
3
r5/3(x) dx

(5.1)

that holds for all c > 0 and all r ¥M 5 L1(R3) 5 L5/3(R3). Equation (5.1)
implies

ĤZ, B \ ĤZ, B, r−3.68cN̂−D(r, r)−Cc, r (5.2)

with Cc, r=
3
5c >R3 r5/3(x) dx. Since A \ B implies tr e−A [ tr e−B, we get an

upper bound on the grand canonical pressure:

PQM(m, T, B, Z) [ T ln(tr e−(ĤZ, B, r−mcN̂)/T)+D(r, r)+Cc, r

=T tr ln(1+e−(HZ, B, r−mc)/T)+D(r, r)+Cc, r (5.3)

=Pmf[r; mc, T, B, Z]+Cc, r (5.4)

where mc :=m+3.68c. We now apply the unitary scaling (3.6) explained in
Section 3 and note that

m̃c=m̃+(Z−1
a) 3.68c (5.5)

and

Cc, r=(Z2
a
−1)

3
5cZ1/3

a
F r̃5/3(x) dx. (5.6)
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We choose c as a function of Z and B such that Z−1
acQ 0 but Z1/3

acQ.

if ZQ., which is fulfilled as long as

[1+(B/Z4/3)]2/5° c° Z4/3[1+(B/Z4/3)]2/5. (5.7)

Then, according to (3.12) and Corollary 1, we get as ZQ. with B/Z3
Q 0

and m̃, T̃ fixed:

lim(Z−2
a) PQM(m, T, B, Z) [ P̃MTF[r̃; m̃, T̃, b] (5.8)

for each r̃ ¥M 5 L1(R3) 5 L5/3(R3), in particular for the minimizer r̃b.
Note that b=. is allowed, c.f. Eq. (2.22), and we can also let r̃=r̃b vary
for bQ., because ||r̃b ||5/3 is uniformly bounded by Lemma 2.2 (ii).
Altogether, by (2.13),

lim
PQM(m, T, B, Z)
PMTF(m, T, B, Z)

[ 1 (5.9)

as ZQ., uniformly in B as long as B/Z3
Q 0.

5.2. Lower Bound

We use the Peierls–Bogoliubov inequality (ref. 13, (2.1.7), (2.1.8)): If
A1, A2 and A1+A2 are self-adjoint operators and F(A)=ln tr e−A/T, then

F(A1+A2) \ F(A1)−OA2PA1 (5.10)

where

OA2PA1 :=
tr(A2e−A1/T)
tr e−A1/T

. (5.11)

We use this inequality with A1+A2=ĤZ, B−mN̂ and A1=ĤZ, B, r−
mN̂−D(r, r). Then A2 is, apart from the constant D(r, r), the second
quantization of

C
N

i < j
|xi−xj |−1− C

N

i=1
r f |xi |−1. (5.12)

In terms of the creation and annihilation operators ag
s (x) and as(x)

(s=spin component) this can be written

A2=
1
2 C
s, sŒ

FF ag
s (x) a

g
sŒ(xŒ) |x−xŒ|−1 asŒ(xŒ) as(x) dx dxŒ

−F r(y) C
s, sŒ

F ag
s (x) as(x) |x−y|−1 dx dy+D(r, r). (5.13)
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We thus get

PQM(m, B, Z, T) \ T ln(tr e−(ĤZ, B, r−mN̂)/T)+D(r, r)−TOA2PA1 . (5.14)

We want to show that we can choose r such that OA2PA1 [ 0.
Since A1 is the second quantization of a one-particle operator, all

expectation values of products of creation and annihilation operators in the
state O ·PA1 can be written in terms of two point correlations by using
Wick’s theorem. The expectation value OA2PA1 involves terms of the form

Oag
s (x) a

g
sŒ(xŒ) asŒ(xŒ) as(x)PA1 , (5.15)

which by can be written

Oag
s (x) as(x)PA1Oa

g
sŒ(xŒ) asŒ(xŒ)PA1 −Oag

s (x) asŒ(xŒ)PA1 Oa
g
sŒ(xŒ) as(x)PA1

=Oag
s (x) as(x)PA1Oa

g
sŒ(xŒ) asŒ(xŒ)PA1 −|Oa

g
sŒ(xŒ) as(x)PA1 |

2. (5.16)

If we define

r̄(x)=C
s
Oag

s (x) as(x)PA1 (5.17)

then, using (5.16), we can write

OA2PA1=D(r̄, r̄)−2D(r, r̄)+D(r, r)−
1
2
C
s, sŒ

FF
|Oag

sŒ(xŒ) as(x)PA1 |
2

|x−xŒ|
dx dxŒ

[ D(r− r̄, r− r̄). (5.18)

We now choose r=r̄, i.e., we choose r=rmf where rmf is the solution of
the Hartree equation (3.4). This gives

PQ(m, Z, B, V) \ Pmf(m; Z, B, T). (5.19)

By Corollary 2, Pmf(m; Z, B, T)/PMTF(m; Z, B, T) converges to 1 in the
limit considered. Thus

lim
PQM(m, T, B, Z)
PMTF(m, T, B, Z)

\ 1 (5.20)

and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Using magnetic coherent states we have proved a semiclassical limit
theorem for a mean field quantum mechanical pressure functional and
applied it to derive MFT theory at nonzero temperatures as a limit of
quantum statistical mechanics in a certain parameter range. Our result
concerns the grand canonical partition function while the corresponding
result for the free energy is left as an open problem. Other interesting
questions not tackled here concern the extension of the asymptotic ground
state classification (20) to temperature and field strength regions beyond
those of the present analysis, as well as the thermodynamic limit, where the
number of nuclei tends to infinity.
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